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TOMMY KONO AND THE POWER OF POSITIVE
THINKING: THE INDOMITABLE SPIRIT OF
AMERICA’S GREATEST WEIGHTLIFTER
John D. Fair

The University of Texas at Austin
A man’s life is what his thoughts make of it. — Marcus Aurelius

All of us knew it was coming for many months,
but the mood of sadness that gripped the weightlifting
world was no less profound when we learned that the great
Tommy (Tamio) Kono was no longer with us. His death
on the afternoon of 24 April 2016, of hepatic encephalopathy caused by cirrhosis of the liver immediately triggered an outpouring of obituaries
and tributes from the news and sports media,
most notably the Honolulu Star-Advertiser,
The New York Times, The Washington Post,
NBC News, Yahoo Sports, The Sacramento
Bee, and The York Dispatch.1 These memorials were informed by countless colleagues,
friends, and journalists over the years who
had recorded Tommy’s extraordinary
achievements on the lifting platform.2 This
account aims to provide a richer narrative of
Kono’s life that is both retrospective and introspective, written not as an intimate friend but as
an acquaintance who has observed and been inspired by his approach to sport and life. It is based not
only on personal experiences and the many accounts of his
life, but by original sources, including interviews and correspondence. Most revealing of Tommy are the two instructional and autobiographical volumes he authored in
later life.3 In the spirit of those accounts, my intention is
to convey a behind-the-scenes perspective that goes beyond pounds lifted, championships won, and honors bestowed during the golden years of his competitive life. It
will also examine other less heralded aspects of his involvement with the sport he loved and provide some insights into the cultural origins of his competitive spirit.
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Hopefully this backstory will enrich our understanding of
how Kono was able to tap so much mental and physical
energy during his long and illustrious career.

A Supreme Act of Will
My first awareness of Tommy Kono dates
back to the summer of 1962 after my first year
of college when I was training in a small
At only 22 years of age, Kono shocked the international weightlifting community when he
handily won the 1952 Olympic Games.
Dressed in a long satin robe similar to what
some boxers wear today, Kono couldn’t help
but smile as the men behind him check the
weight of the new World and Olympic snatch
record he had just set with 259 pounds as a
lightweight in that important contest.

weight room in the basement of my hometown
YMCA in Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. There was no
Olympic set or even bench press or squat racks in this
dreary facility, but on the wall was a poster by Bob Hoffman titled “Guide to Weight Lifting Competition,” featuring sequence photos of Tommy, Jim Bradford, Dave
Ashman, Clyde Emrich, Norbert Schemansky, and Joe Pitman performing Olympic lifts in competition. What inspired me most were the two panels showing Kono doing
the press and the snatch. I could not comprehend how anyone could hoist that much weight overhead. That Tommy
was also Asian added to the mystique. By 1963, though
still in a bodybuilding mode, I was picking up issues of
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hinged on the 363¾ pounds this
18-year-old school boy weighing
only 162 pounds had cleaned. Pete
tried so hard to hold that jerk, but
failed. Was that to be Kono’s fate?

As he stood at the bar, I said to him.
‘Tommy, you can do it!’ He
cleaned the bar, and I shouted,
‘Now jerk it, step forward, bang
your feet,’ and he did just that and
was again the champion. Those
who saw this lift saw the greatest
effort of Kono’s long championship career. It was a never-to-beforgotten performance.4

This dramatic lift turned out to be one of the
greatest moments in weightlifting lore,
which not only indelibly etched an admiration of Kono on my mind but confirmed my
The “greatest eﬀort of Kono’s championship career,” according to Bob Hoﬀman, commitment to become a competitive
was when he made this 375-pound clean & jerk to beat Lou Riecke on body- weightlifter.5
weight in the 1962 Nationals. Strength & Health ran this image across two
What I did not know was that Tommy,
pages in 1969.
after winning two Olympic gold medals, six
Strength & Health at the newsstand and was thrilled to read world championships, eleven national championships, and
about the epic battle between Kono and Louis Riecke at setting twenty-six world records in four weight classes,
the national championships in Harrisburg in the October was on the downward trajectory of his career. After taking
issue. After the press and snatch, Tommy was trailing Lou a silver medal at the Rome Olympics in 1960, he placed
by fifteen pounds in the light-heavyweight class, owing just third and second respectively at the 1961 (Vienna) and
mainly to the latter’s superb snatching ability. As Hoffman 1962 (Budapest) world championships. Furthermore,
described it, Tommy needed a 375-pound clean & jerk to Hoffman alleges that Kono was not prepared to lift in the
tie Riecke and win on lower bodyweight.
Harrisburg competition in 1963 and needed a break.6 He
had just competed in the Prize of Moscow tournament in
This did not seem possible, for he was out
March and the Pan American Games in Sao Paolo in April
of condition. But what a competitor this
and was suffering financially from loss of time at work.
man is. The yellow glow of the tiger
But the Japanese were sending a four-man delegation with
showed in his eyes. He approached the
no interpreter.7 Tommy, who knew some Japanese, rebar, and three times he walked away from
sponded immediately to Bob’s call for help and decided
it. Then, with a double superhuman effort
belatedly to defend his title.8 Riecke, on the other hand,
he cleaned the weight. It was too much for
had been preparing for this showdown for several years
him. He simply could not jerk it.
under the tutelage of Dr. John Ziegler of Olney, Maryland,
with his arsenal of ergogenic aids. From his New Orleans
One more attempt. Tommy took more
home, Riecke wrote in March 1961 that he now had
time to prepare for this lift than I had ever
“Tommy Kono’s (whose name hereafter will be referred
seen him take before. I was reminded of
to as ‘Mud’) picture on the wall in my garage.” A fortnight
Pete George’s ordeal at the 1948 Olympic
later he “cut out of a magazine another picture of our
Games, when the Olympic gold medal
friend, Tommy. This one I have cut down so that only the
6
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seat of his pants is left,” he told Ziegler. “As I look at it, I
say, ‘Kono, my friend, that’s your ass!’ and I push a little
harder on the bar. This is a form of whimsy on my part,
but I mean it.”9 By 1963, after coming a close second in
1961 and failing to make a total in 1962, Riecke was
primed for victory. Unlike his rival and others, Tommy refused to accept any of the newfangled methodologies being
cranked out by Ziegler. He recalled visiting him once in
Olney with Bill March and concluded that “Ziegler was a
kook.”10

Mind vs. Matter
For Tommy it was a question of putting mind over
matter.11 It is not surprising that he and other super athletes, the likes of Paul Anderson and in recent years Mark
Henry, are suspected of deriving their amazing feats of
strength from performance enhancing drugs. As Tommy
explained to me in March of 1992, he had tried steroids
but thought he “didn’t need them.” They made him “nervous.” Nor did functional isometric contraction work for
him. And he was overly-sensitive to Dr. Ziegler’s Isotron,
which stimulated muscular contraction with doses of high
frequency electricity.12 Unfortunately I did not have the
presence of mind to ask when, for how long, and under

what circumstances he took steroids. At the 2003 meeting
of The Association of Oldetime Barbell & Strongmen in
Saddle Brook, New Jersey, Tommy’s former teammate,
Clyde Emrich, was reminded of these suspicions when
some friend of Tommy’s said to me, ‘Do
you know that he used steroids?’ I said,
‘I suspected it, but no.’ The only reason I
suspected it was later on, all of a sudden,
he’s a lightweight, and he’s a middleweight, and he’s a light-heavyweight,
and a middle-heavyweight. How can you
gain weight like that and retain the muscularity that he had? So I was suspicious
that that was how he was able to do that.
And he was a good friend of that Dr.
[Richard] You in Hawaii, and I’m sure he
was coached on how to do what and when
to do it and how much. So obviously he
was on it at one time. Exactly what period
I don’t know, but I would relate it to those
times when he made those weight gains.13

My immediate response to Clyde’s reasoning was that
Tommy did experience some dramatic weight
fluctuations, but most of it occurred after the
1952 Olympics when he suddenly surged into
the middleweight class. Thereafter he competed either as a middleweight or light-heavyweight, often on the cusp. Emrich concurred
with this line of reasoning and was “positive”
that at least he was on nothing in the fifties.14
What most concerned the powers-thatbe in York was Tommy’s bodyweight. Though
he made a very respectable 950½ total on
Labor Day of 1954 at a variety show in Monterey, California, Hoffman found it curious that
he only weighed 172 pounds. “Now that we
have crossed the Rubicon,” he lectured Kono,
and “decided that you are lifting in the 181 …
you must have more weight.” Bob advised
him to add nuts to his diet, especially walnuts,
Dr. John Ziegler’s close connection to the York weightlifting team is demon- which were high in protein and aid digestion
strated by this group shot of some of America’s greatest weightlifters and of other foods. “Be sure that you masticate
weightlifting oﬃcials gathering during their trip to the 1954 World Champithem very well.” He also suggested spaghetti
onships in Vienna. From left to right: Clarence Johnson, unidentiﬁed man,
and intended to send Kono his book on Better
John Terpak, Bob Hoﬀman, John Davis, Clyde Emrich, John Ziegler, Norbert
Schemansky, Dave Sheppard, Pete George, Stan Stanszyk standing on his suit- Nutrition. But diet, Hoffman deemed, was
only part of the problem.
case, unidentiﬁed man, Tommy Kono, and unidentiﬁed man.
7
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Little did Hoffman realize that Tommy’s secret to
success was that he lived and lifted on nervous energy and
that weightlifting always had priority over “fun,” at least
as Bob defined it.16 Though unlikely to dispel Hoffman’s
concerns fully, Kono dramatically proved his mettle a
month later when he became light-heavyweight champion
at Vienna with a world record 380¼ clean & jerk and a
958¾ total while weighing just 173¼ pounds. Only twice
did he venture into the mid-heavyweights, and then, by less
than a kilogram, to set world records in the press.17
Steroid use could only have occurred with the advent of the Ziegler era after 1959 when Kono’s fortunes
were in relative decline. It would be most discernable in
sudden spurts of performance. The chart on page 11 shows
Tommy’s three-lift totals for both weight classes from February 1955 until his last meet in June 1965.
What is most revealing from these data is how impressive Tommy’s performances were as a middleweight
prior to 1960, averaging 915.94-pound totals for 19 meets,
followed by a decline to 903.67 pounds for seven meets.
The opposite effect is evident for his light-heavyweight
years with an average of 960.69 pounds for nine meets before 1960, and a small rise to 964.77 in his remaining 10
contests.18 Bodyweight gain often accompanies steroid
use, and obviously Kono’s increased weight was helping
his performance after 1959, but there is no evidence that
steroids were the reason. If so, they were not benefiting
him on the international stage since the totals of competi-

Kono understood that properly making weight is the ﬁrst step
to being a champion. As a lifter he competed in a remarkable
four bodyweight classes. He was chastised by Bob Hoﬀman
on more than one occasion for being too light for the class in
which he lifted. Jim George looks on.

I believe much of your trouble is being too
active, work, training, the pursuit of fun.
This business is serious, you must concentrate on gaining strength, muscle and
weight. Anything worth doing is worth
doing well. The difference between
splendid success and miserable failure is
made up of a few small things. You need
your sleep, you need your rest, never
work on your nerve, give up some of your
fun to get more sleep. You don’t have to
do it long. It’s only a matter of a few
weeks, you have lots of time to have your
fun. I didn’t really start having fun until I
was thirty-eight and I have had a lot since
then and have the capacity for a lot more.
So get your sleep. Johnny [Terpak] and I
were discussing your difficulty in gaining
weight and he thinks that is the trouble.15

8

The United States won four gold medals at the 1956 Olympic
Games in Melbourne, Australia. Ike Berger (left) placed ﬁrst
in the featherweight class, Kono earned gold as a light-heavyweight, an unusually trim Paul Anderson took the gold in the
heavyweight division, and Chuck Vinci earned top honors in
the bantamweight class.
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tors were increasing even more rapidly. Indeed, Tommy’s best years in both classes
preceded the drug era.

The Wounded Warrior
The greatest game-changer for
Kono, coinciding with these untoward developments, was an accident that put him
at a double disadvantage with his competition. At the 1959 world championships in
Warsaw, in October, he injured his right
knee while attempting a world record clean
& jerk of 374.19 Tommy was still able to
win the Senior Nationals in June 1960 with
a sub-par 865-pound total as a middleweight. Then he spent a week undergoing treatment with osteopath Dr. Russell
Wright in Detroit and recuperated in York
while training for the Olympics. At Rome From 1946 through the 1950s, America had the greatest weightlifting teams in
he was tied with Russian middleweight the world. Here Jim Bradford, Jim George, Paul Anderson, Clyde Emrich, Pete
Alexander Kurinov after the first two George, Tommy Kono, Olympic coach Bob Hoﬀman, Chuck Vinci, and John Terevents but was unable to win when the pak, who often served as team manager, are caught informally by the photog374¾-pound jerk he needed twisted his rapher during their stay in Germany to participate in the 1955 World
knee. Ever the sportsman, he smiled and Championships. Every man in the photo—except Hoﬀman—had won at least
one national weightlifting championship, and most had been, or would be,
said, “I had to lose some time.”20 Still he
world champions, too.
managed to execute a 352½-pound clean &
After Rome, Tommy returned to Hawaii where he
jerk and registered a 942-pound total with a 308½-pound
press that broke the American and equaled the world continued to train under Dr. You’s auspices while suffering
record. Despite losing, it was one of the best performances from traumatic osteoarthritis in his right knee. Whether
of his storied career. Whether drugs played a part in tap- You was administering drugs that might affect Kono’s per23
ping his recuperative powers and fueling his courageous formance seems questionable. But Kono did gain bodylosing effort to Kurinov cannot be proven, but with his weight and set world records with a 337-pound press and
usual cargo of Hi-Proteen to boost his team’s efforts, Hoff- a 1,014-pound total at the Prix de Moscow Tournament in
24
man allegedly brought some “anabolics” supplied by March 1961 as a light-heavyweight. The next peak ocZiegler for American lifters. Only bantamweight Chuck curred at the world championships in Budapest in October
Vinci and light-heavyweight Jim George are mentioned in of 1962 where he did 330½-297½-374½ for a 1,003 total,
John Grimek’s reports to Ziegler that he received from only to be exceeded by a 1,014 total by the great Hungarian
Hoffman. “I knew people were taking things,” recalls lifter Gyozo Veres. On that occasion his teammate, heavyGeorge. “I didn’t really get involved in it. Quite honestly weight Gary Gubner, told me in a 1992 interview that
it scared me. Ziegler scared me. He and Doctor You “Kono, Schemansky, and March,” prior to leaving for Buscared the hell out of me. I was never really in that loop.”21 dapest, were injected with a steroid using the code name
It is significant that none of George’s remaining colleagues of vitamin B-12, which left “tennis ball welts on their
25
in 2016 admitted or were even aware of steroid use in butts.” Despite Gubner’s confirmation of this incident
Rome in 1960.22 Although no evidence links Tommy to 24 years later, it is corroborated by no further empirical
Ziegler’s “anabolics,” he was one of five lifters (of seven) evidence. Tommy attributes his improved performances
who made gains over previous performances, and it was in Moscow and Budapest to concentrating on the press to
Vinci who became America’s last male Olympic gold lessen stress on his knees and the fact that he always performed best where the stakes were highest. “If you review
medalist in weightlifting.
9
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all the world records I had set,” he noted, “you’ll find that
I was never able to establish a record within the continental
US.”26 Frustrated with foreign adversaries benefiting from
steroids, Tommy sought an alternative way to enhance his
performance by adopting the so-called Olympic or Russian
press. “I’m changing my pressing style,” he told Hoffman
in November 1962, “so I can press as much as I can jerk.
If [Rudolf] Plukfelder and [Gyozo] Veres, [Louis] Martin
and [Ireneusz] Palinski can get away with jerk-presses it’s
foolish for me to stick to the old style.” Yet his average
press for the remaining five meets of his career as a lightheavyweight was only 305.4 pounds whereas his corresponding previous average dating back to June of 1961
was 320.4 pounds.27 These data suggest that the new pressing style no more than drugs was forestalling Kono’s descent.
Retirement
Having thus experimented with the two most significant physical expedients lifters were adopting in the
early 1960s, Tommy resorted to the mental resources that
had proven so effective in the 1950s. Armed with the confidence derived from his own inner strength, he was able
to stave off multiple challenges from Riecke and heroically
defend his national title in 1963 for the last time. As he

reflected
back to my years of competition, this
1963 Harrisburg Nationals was the last of
my good lifting. Having nursed my damaged knees for four years and being
plagued by unusual injuries (like the surface of my left thumb getting pinched between the large plates when the leg press
machine broke down) took its toll. I
should have realized that these were all
signs that my good lifting days were
over.28

Even so, as a display of mind over matter, Harrisburg was
his finest hour.29 That Tommy experimented with steroids
and a technique that corrupted the strength ideal and ultimately changed the face of Olympic lifting should not detract from his reputation. It was an age of innocence when
neither steroids nor the Olympic press were illegal or seriously stigmatized and could have had no effect on Kono’s
previous victories. Emphasis should be placed on his unprecedented achievement of eight consecutive Olympic
and world championship titles before the advent in the US
of anabolic drugs. Coping with a beleaguered body—plus
the inevitable age-related decrement in performance—is probably the most difficult
psychological adjustment a great athlete
must make, especially after a decade of euphoric triumphs. Yet Tommy faced it
bravely, calling it only “the realities of
life.”30
Indeed, stark realization that his
lifting career had reached a plateau must
have come in 1963 when, for the fourth and
final time, he was runner-up for the coveted
Sullivan Award.31 Then, after failing to
make the 1964 Olympic team, and placing
third to Gary Cleveland and Joe Puleo in the
1965 Senior Nationals, Kono retired from
competition. In an emotional speech,
Tommy congratulated his adversaries and
thanked everyone who made his career possible. “No doubt everyone had a lump in
Following his retirement as a lifter, Tommy wanted to work for Bob Hoﬀman at
his throat at the conclusion of this mesthe York Barbell Company, then the Mecca of US weightlifting. On any given
sage,” observed Peary Rader, who called
day, iron game luminaries might happen to “drop by.” Left to right: Vic Boﬀ;
Kono
“one of, if not the greatest athlete
Harry Greenstein, son of The Mighty Atom; Tommy Kono; Steve Stanko (seated);
Norbert Schemansky; Joe Greenstein, aka The Mighty Atom; and Leah Green- America has produced.” Likewise, to Hoffman he was “one of the greatest lifters of all
stein, Atom’s wife.
10
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KONO RECORDS

Middleweight and Light-Heavyweight Totals otals
1955-1965

1050

Weight Class
165

Weight in Pounds

1000

181

950

900

850

2/5/1955
3/15/1955
6/5/1955
6/15/1955
6/18/1955
10/14/1955
1/20/1956
2/17/1956
2/25/1956
3/9/1956
8/3/1956
10/27/1956
11/26/1956
2/1/1957
6/22/1957
9/20/1957
11/11/1957
3/1/1958
5/12/1958
5/15/1958
5/17/1958
6/6/1958
6/21/1958
9/19/1958
6/12/1959
8/1/1959
8/29/1959
10/2/1959
5/21/1960
6/11/1960
9/8/1960
3/8/1961
6/23/1961
9/24/1961
9/28/1961
9/30/1961
6/3/1962
9/20/1962
3/16/1963
4/23/1963
6/28/1963
7/3/1963
4/10/1964
9/6/1964
6/12/1965

800

time” who would “never be forgotten.”32

The Idea Man
But Kono was unrelenting in his passion for the
sport. Unlike many retired athletes, he sought opportunities to help others by sharing his collective wisdom of
weightlifting. A signature trait was to give credit to those
who helped him climb the ladder of success, foremost of
whom was Bob Hoffman. “Without your personal aid I
would have never been able to accomplish any of the
achievements,” he told Bob in 1962. “I really thank God
the day my two friends introduced me to the barbells and
your courses at the relocation camp in 1944.”33 Tommy
was always intensely loyal to Hoffman, and attachment to
York remained the lodestar of his post-competitive ambitions. After relinquishing other less intrusive occupations
to his lifting, he opened his own health studio in 1964

11

which featured York equipment and food supplements.
Short on capital, he asked Terpak whether Bob would give
him “the same deal on the proteen [sic] products as he is
on the gym equipment?”34 To promote the health and wellbeing of athletes and the general public and to further his
attachment to York, Tommy devised two products—a
Slim-Trim Waistband and a T.K. Knee Band in 1964.35
The former, he explained, was
comfortable to wear, made of special
quality material and built to last indefinitely. It fills the present need for all overweight persons who wish to reduce their
waistline or need support for their lower
back or lower abdomen. The Waistband
can improve your posture and appearance
immediately. It holds your waist and ab-
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domen in and makes you stand taller.
Athletes and physical culturists find it an
invaluable aid when exercising because of
the supportive and reducing effect it offers.36

The knee band was designed to give support, improve circulation, and “promote healing of injured knees.”37 Lacking the wherewithal to turn his ideas into reality, Kono
worked out an agreement for York to produce and market
the bands.
Many months passed, however, with no response
to his repeated queries about progress. By early 1967
Tommy was growing impatient, wondering if production
had started. “If you haven’t don’t wait too long, Bob, for
even tho’ any new venture takes time, time is also
money.”38 Part of the reason for the delay was the lukewarm opinion of the bands by Terpak, who was dubious
about their sales potential. To provide more incentive and
further link his own fortunes to York, Tommy wrote reassuringly of his personal commitment and appreciation for
all Hoffman had done for weightlifting and himself.

the “sore knees” that hampered Kono’s training and finally
ended his weightlifting career, the breakthrough was no
longer branded Tommy’s “Slim-Trim Waist Band” and
“T.K. Knee Band,” but as “Bob Hoffman (BH) Knee and
Waist Bands.” Marketing of the product was made to fit
the mythical image of Bob as the father of weightlifting.
Hence it was Bob, whom Tommy personally if inaccurately credited for devising a cure for lifters’ sore knee
woes.
The invention, or solution, resulted after
many experiments and consultations with
Olympic coach Bob Hoffman. If there is
a new development in lifting you can be
sure that Bob Hoffman either originated
the idea and/or collaborated in its development. He was the first to offer to the
public the Simplified System of Barbell
training that has become the standard in
weight training; the pioneer in weight

I am extremely grateful for all this and in
return I would like to help you and your
work as much as possible. I’m a professional now so I can endorse nearly everything in the line of weight training. I’ve
been approached in the past to endorse an
Olympic set, write [a] testimonial on a
certain brand [of] protein and have been
approached to write articles by another
muscle magazine company and have refused them all … simply because I value
my connection with you and York more
than the green stuff. Loyalty is something
that cannot be bought.39

What defined his future relationship with York Barbell was
that Tommy had too much faith in Bob Hoffman, saying
money didn’t matter. His loyalty, gratitude, and guilelessness enabled the company to appropriate Kono’s ideas and
capitalize on his lack of business experience.
Reminiscent of Hoffman’s pitch in “The Most Important Article I Ever Wrote” when he publicly launched
isometrics in 1961, Tommy announced “A Major Breakthrough in the Field of Weight Training” in the June 1967
issue of Strength & Health.40 Although it stemmed from

12

Kono joined the army in 1951 when the Korean conﬂict broke
out, but was allowed to continue training for the 1952 Olympic
Games as the Army saw him as important to Cold War public
relations. He and Clyde Emrich, also a national champion, gave
numerous exhibitions during the time they were in uniform.
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Following his gold medal victory at the 1952 Olympic Games,
Kono, and Clyde Emrich were asked to participate in an exhibition in Berlin along with Olympic diving champions, Pat McCormick and Dr. Sammy Lee of the United States.

training for athletes; and, more recently,
the formulator of the system of training
that took the world by storm, the Bob
Hoffman System of Functional Isometric
Contraction. And now he is announcing
the Bob Hoffman (BH) Knee and Waist
Bands.41

This Bob-boosting charade was enhanced by Hoffman
himself in an ensuing article which traced the inception of
the idea back to his childhood reading about Biblical heroes, such as David and Goliath who were armored and
“girded for strength” as they went into battle four or five
thousand years ago. “The point of this article,” according
to Bob, was to tell readers “about a new and modern way
to ‘gird for strength,’ the same method that is now being
used by the members of the York Barbell Club.” This
“breakthrough” was an age-old practice still used by world
champion lifters and made possible through a “wonder material” provided by modern technology. Indeed, the material was “so scarce for a time that one BH Knee Band was
passed around from [Russ] Knipp, [Bob] Bednarski, [Bill]

13

Starr, [Tommy] Suggs, and Bob Hoffman.”42 None of
these lifters were world champions, but Bob’s underlying
point was that he would receive virtually all of the credit
and his company most of the profits from Tommy Kono’s
idea.
Advertisements featuring the BH Knee and Waist
Bands continued to appear in Strength & Health from July
1967 to January 1972 complemented by ads for the same
product in York’s sister magazine, Muscular Development.
From December 1968 to September 1970 York also advertised “Hoffman’s Slim-Trim Waist Band,” thus appropriating Tommy’s original title along with his original idea.
Further promotion was provided by photos of leading
lifters in contests wearing the knee bands. Bob Bednarski,
Walter Imahara, and Joe Puleo were among the first to appear in the black rubberized gear. In a pictorial spread of
the Empire State Invitational Meet in December 1967, five
of the sixteen lifters are wearing them.43 How many knee
and waist bands York sold cannot be determined, but from
1967 to 1972, roughly the time they were marketed, there
was a dramatic upsurge in sales.44 Monthly averages
nearly tripled during this period:

Year
1966
1967
1968
1969

Sales
215,243
238,032
293,078
225,068

Year
1970
1971
1972

Sales
451,813
540,835
616,972

Unfortunately, Tommy received little compensation for his ingenuity. It was only after the sale of twenty
or thirty thousand, Tommy recalls, that he received a check
for $800 for only one or two percent of total sales.45 Use
of the BH knee bands quickly tapered off. In a five-page
Strength & Health pictorial of the 1977 Senior Nationals,
18 of the 27 lifters are wearing knee wraps (some just
below the knees) but none resemble those Tommy invented.46

Mexican and German Coaching
Still, as weightlifting coach for Mexico for the
1968 Olympics and West Germany for the 1972 Games,
Tommy remained the “idea man” for York, which he hoped
would be his eventual destination. Living in Mexico required multiple personal and cultural adjustments, including learning Spanish and providing for his wife Florence
and three young children. He explained to Hoffman that
she was “continuing her education (to be a teacher some-
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a smattering of kinesiology, I was able to analyze
the Olympic lifting movements so it became a logical sequence of applied
leverage.”48 His knowledge was reflected in articles on food supplements;
the snatch and clean &
jerk; Cuban weightlifting,
the 1966 world championships in East Berlin,
and Mexican weightlifter
Manuel Mateos. Kono
took special pride in Mateos, a bantamweight who
This ad illustrates Bob Hoﬀman’s decision to not use Tommy Kono’s name to advertise the bands, broke a junior world press
even though Kono had developed them. The ﬁrst advertisement in Strength & Health appeared
record (Mexico’s first in
in July 1967.
any sport), defeated Jack
day) and it cost over $250 every 10 weeks. Getting an Hill Jr. in the American Teenage Nationals, and finished
American education in a foreign country is very expensive, second to veteran Walter Imahara in the 1967 Pan Am
so you can see the ‘idea-man’ has to keep coming up with Games as a featherweight.49 Many more Mexican records
ideas.” To further ingratiate himself with York, Tommy were set by his lifters, three of whom qualified for the 1968
submitted newspaper clippings on health issues for Bob’s Olympics.50 Amidst his characterizations of countries at
future articles, a brochure on a women’s figure-shaping the 1966 world championships, he observed that the Japangarment that was popular in Mexican department stories, ese “enjoy their training,” the Russians were the “most seand addresses of Mexican Olympic officials he believed rious,” the Poles were “light-hearted,” the Hungarian team
should receive promotional copies of Strength & Health.47 split into “two different platforms,” and America was noAlso, to keep his name alive with York and the lifting com- table for its “lack of lifters (only two).”51
munity as well as generate additional income, Tommy beNo doubt as a payment-in-kind, the idea-man was
came a regular contributor to the magazine.
allowed a 2” x 3” ad in Strength & Health for multi-color
He began by writing educational articles based on decals of hyper-muscular weightlifters and bodybuilders
knowledge Tommy acquired as an elite lifter and then na- that could be ordered directly from him for $1.00 each.52
tional coach. As he later explained in Championship What Tommy wanted, of course, was regular compensaWeightlifting, the seeds for his coaching career were tion for his articles. In March 1967 he informed Hoffman
planted in a single-spaced unpublished typescript he had that he had not received a payment for two months. “In
prepared in 1953-54 on how to train for the press. Then fact, I haven’t received any kind of statement from Mike
as an “assistant coach” he began to groom American lifters [Dietz] for all the articles and photos of mine which was
backstage at world and Olympic championships from 1952 [sic] published in the September, October, November, Febto 1963, thereby contributing to America’s golden age of ruary and March issues. … I know York has always been
weightlifting not only by his performances but by helping good on its words but I’d like to see some proof of my
others. As a national coach for seven years (1966-1972) work.”53 Despite this annoyance, Kono authored six more
he had an opportunity during his travels to study the train- articles prior to leaving Mexico on the anatomy of a
ing methods of successful international teams and to apply weightlifter, Russian lifters in Mexico, and the 1967 Little
this knowledge to his charges. As an amateur photogra- Olympics in Mexico City, noting that “in the field of
pher, he used his camera “to capture the critical moment weightlifting the Russians have surpassed the land of the
of good technique. … With a relatively basic background red, white and blue by virtue of its number of participants
in the science of physics, some knowledge of anatomy and in the sport and by their caliber and organization.”54
14
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Tommy was always patriotic, but the experience of living period, Kono reported that in “13 months of training Otto
abroad seemed to enhance a sense of loyalty to his country made exceptional gains.” But the real story was one of
and York Barbell.
commitment. “While Otto had the desire to improve, he
On arriving in Germany in 1969, Kono continued did. But once that desire left him he could not continue to
to bombard Hoffman with ideas and information, but he improve.”56
was disappointed that York had not fulfilled its part of their
Tommy’s York Aspirations
agreement over the knee and waist bands. Perhaps to inAt this point the big idea that had obviously been
duce a response, he observed to Bob on 9 September that
Weider had “joined the bandwagon” and that he had been pullulating in Kono’s mind for decades finally surfaced.
approached by “several companies to endorse their product Although his contract with the West German team did not
and work with them to get percentage. In all fairness to expire until January 1972, he was willing to resign a year
you I have held off the decision but I will decide by the earlier to be part of the York gang. So well does his letter
end of this month.” Also,
Adidas
approached
Tommy about designing a
new weightlifting shoe.
“As I have said before I
get some pretty good
ideas and I would like to
work with you for York
but sometime this becomes rough when my
good nature is taxed too
much.”55 Not only did
Tommy not abandon
York, but he continually
sought a closer association. In October, he proposed an experiment with
identical twins, Otto and
Ewald Spitz, whom he
had encountered in his During the Cold War Era, the United States and the Soviet Union held several dual weightlifting
coaching. The difference meets in an eﬀort to substitute big arms for Big Arms. In 1958, Kono was the lone American to
in muscularity between participate in the Prize of Moscow competition, which he won. Near the end of his life, Kono was
Ewald, who had been asked by a reporter what he considered to be his greatest athletic accomplishment. According to
training
“hit-or-miss” Kono it was: “Competing in the Prize of Moscow Weightlifting Tournament in March of 1958 on
with weights for six years short notice. Leaving the balmy weather of Hawaii and arriving in the freezing cold weather of
and Otto, who was a run- Moscow almost halfway around the world (11 hour time diﬀerence) on a propeller plane with no
ner, was striking. “My coach and teammates, with only a translator backstage in the warm up area who knew nothing
about weightlifting.”
project,” he explained to
Bob, “is to develop the skinny one to equal the muscular of October 1970 to Terpak capture his innermost thoughts
one in one year and get him to equal the lifting ability (770 that it must be quoted at length.
as a lightwt.) in another year with proper technique and
I think I can fit into any of your departcorrect training program. In other words, develop him in
ments and this goes into a little of public
2 years what it took the other 6 years.” Tommy’s experirelation, magazine, production, clerical
ment was successful in part because he persuaded Hoffman
and business end as well as the coaching
to supply and ship food supplements by military (APO)
side. Your ‘research and development’
mail. Although Ewald also made progress during the same
15
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sounds interesting if it would be challenging and with a good future position in the
company. I want to be productive,
Johnny, and I want to learn about the business. I think you’d have to admit that I’ve
always been interested in the York Barbell
business-wise and my ambition has always been to work for the York Barbell
Company if the salary was good. And this
dates way back to 1954 when you offered
me a position (the position [George]
Shandor had after he got out of the service
the 2nd time, I believe) for 65 dollars a
week. I only turned it down then because
I was making over 75 take home pay a
week at the time and living at home which
meant I save more money in the long run.
The wage – what would be a reasonable
amount for a person of my background,
40 years old, married and with 3 kids? In
Mexico I started with 13 grand a year and
in my last year I was earning 15 grand.
Here in Germany I started with 12½ grand
per year plus per diem whenever I am
away from Mannheim and the traveling
cost. Incidentally, I pay less tax here and
also in Mexico than in the US and food,
especially vegetables, is cheaper in Germany.57

Before I mentioned this figure and how it
may be arranged (car, etc) I asked Bob
what he thought a mutually satisfactory
salary would be (this after we agreed that
you could possibly do the company some
good in the research and development
area) and his reply was $150 per week
plus bonus. Of course, the question that
comes up is ‘what’s the bonus.’ Well, it
varies from $250 to $2000 annually depending on performance. The bonus is an
intangible and could very easily vary. But
even at two grand you’d be a long way
from 15 total. My suggestion is that we
keep working on this. … At present I
know that the 15 g’s as a starter is out.
Business has slowed up in many industries with resulting lay-offs and a lot of
cries of ‘depression is coming.’ But as
mentioned above and to use a now common expression we’ll just have to ‘hang
in’ there. I’m all for you, Tommy!59

Knowing that 15-grand might be unrealistic for York,
Kono suggested the slack could be made up through provision of some living expenses or a company car. “I know
the wage that Hoffman wants to start off employees are
low but I honestly think that I am a bargain.” Tommy also,
in light of his Mexican and German experiences, raised the
possibility of becoming America’s first national coach, a
subject that was much in the air in the weightlifting community. “Maybe Bob can work such a thing out so that I
can become the national coach and work for York at the
same time. I don’t wish to take the coaching title away
from him but I can enhance his Father of Weightlifting title
by working under him”58
Terpak’s response was no less revealing about the
mindset of York Barbell. “You were right,” he responded,
“when you referred to Bob in one of your letters as having
low figures in mind.” Terpak explained that nobody at
York, except Bob, Mike Dietz, and himself, was making
as much as $15,000.
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This response was hardly encouraging to the still young
and ambitious Kono, who decided to “hang in” by pursuing a new tack, this time directly with Hoffman. It took
the form of an appeal to Bob’s ego in May 1971. As a result of his myriad contacts with the international lifting
community, Tommy warned that the Germans were much
better organized since his arrival, the Cubans were on the
verge of overtaking the United States in the Americas, and
the Poles and Hungarians were vying for supremacy with
the Russians in Eastern Europe. He reminded Bob of how
the Russians “used to take movies of every lift made by
the American team members” at Helsinki in 1952. “I think
now the US has to copy from them if we expect to lift at
least on equal terms.” Recently he had attended the
Danube Cup competition in Yugoslavia where he spent a
lot of time with Oscar State (the only other Englishspeaker), who shared a lot of information relating to the
Weider organization and the state of international
weightlifting.
Bob, I don’t think you can just sit back
and let things happen. You can’t be content with your Olympic barbell plates and
bars and the progress the lifters in the US
are making. Already Schnell here in Germany has made the 25 kg. plates out of
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job, Bob. I think I can offer much
and be a great asset to you and York.
The lifters need inspiration and motivation and I believe I can work
with you to create this atmosphere
in York. When the lifters beat a path
to your door then you’ve no problem in developing a world championship team! I believe a national
coach position was created some
time ago by either the AAU or
Olympic Committee. If I can
achieve this position and work for
York at the same time your position
and title as Father of American
Weightlifting will be further enShortly after arriving in Germany in 1969, this photo was taken showing
hanced.61
Tommy, his wife Florence, and their two older children, Jamie and joAnn in
their apartment in Mannheim, Germany.

rubber and it was officially used last
month in the German Championships
(Nationals). His new bar is really something too! I’ve told Terpak about it last
year but he said that he was content with
the bar you now have. He said something
like, ‘Why change things when you already have too much to handle’. This
might be so with your business but what
about your weightlifting team? Whatever
happened to the ‘Old’ York which was the
Mecca to visit and train in for every up
and coming weightlifter in the US. And
in the world? Now you have teams
sprouting up here and there that threaten
the York team every year the Sr. Nationals
roll around. Why is it that the best lifters
in the US don’t beat a path to your door
anymore? … I hate to write these words
but at the same time it is true and if something isn’t done then all the work you’ve
done in the past will only become history.60

Tommy wanted Bob to rejuvenate York and reassume the
leadership he held in the world of weights during the
1950s.
I’d like to be a part of this re-construction
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Somewhat out of touch on another hemisphere, Tommy was probably unaware that
Hoffman’s ego had moved to softball and powerlifting as
a result of his disenchantment with Olympic lifters and that
his health was deteriorating.62
Even without encouraging news from York, Kono
remained persistent, this time utilizing the strategy of
homesickness. He complained to Terpak in October 1971
that he was in a “rut” so far as his living conditions were
concerned. “Matter of fact I see my entire family in a rut
over here. My wife too is of the same opinion when I told
her of my feelings.” He was concerned that his two elder
children were “missing out on the American way of life
and this is mainly on activities that stimulate the mind and
activate the body.” He found the school system “sorely
lacking,” and he was “fed up with living on foreign soil
and being an outsider.” Tommy was “convinced that we
should be back in the good ole USA.” Although he enjoyed his job and had a government contract that guaranteed him a position for life, he was willing to leave
Germany prior to the 1972 Olympics if he could earn as
much in America. He wanted to know “have you and Bob
come up with any new figures pertaining to my employment?”63 Impatient after receiving no response, Tommy
issued an ultimatum on 14 November with an updated resume and endorsement letters from Oscar State and Fulton
Freeman, American Ambassador to Mexico. He reminded
Terpak that “it’s been almost 4 weeks since I wrote to you
and I’d like to know what the decision is so could you telephone me this coming Friday between 4 and 5 P.M. your
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Tommy explained to American officials that he
was accepting a better offer from the city of Honolulu via a personal call from the mayor, Frank
Fasi.66

Prior to our meeting with you at the Holiday Inn for going over the finalization of
the contract, my wife and I had entered
into a series of discussions on the pros
and cons of this position. When I thought
of myself first, it seemed too good to be
true as here was the position I’d always
dreamed about holding, and I was willing
to go ahead and take it. But when I
thought of my family and the way we’ve
been living for the past seven years and
more importantly the last two years, I really had to think twice. During the past
8½ months here in Germany I spent approximately 6 weeks out of 37 at home.
My ‘father’ role amounted to phone calls
every two days lasting 2-3 minutes and I
was almost a stranger in my own home
when I did get home. Added to this, my
wife was having trouble with my oldest
son and her nerves were shot from having
to cope with three kids alone. It got to be
Almost all advanced Iron Gamers—be they bodybuilders, powerlifters, too much of a strain on her. These are
or weightlifters—have trouble ﬁnding suits or sports coats that can ac- just some of the things that influenced my
commodate the big diﬀerence between the measurement of their waist
decision.67

and the measurement of their chest. Tommy Kono had even more trouble than most as his waist was exceptionally small compared to his chest,
Tommy was also approached about coaching powhich was both wide and thick.

time. … My phone number in Germany is Mannheim
21706.”64 A further factor impelling Tommy to leave Germany was a 7 November reprimand expressing dissatisfaction with the performance of the weightlifters and
coaches. He strongly objected, asserting that working conditions were “impossible” and offered his resignation.65
No record remains of what transpired, but Tommy
fulfilled his commitment to coach the West German team
at the Olympics. Actually, he was offered a contract for
the national coaching position in the United States, funded
by Thompson Vitamins, which would have provided him
with a car to conduct clinics around the country, as well as
a salary and benefits, and required him to write occasional
articles for Boys Life magazine. According to Bob Crist,
these negotiations transpired at the Munich Olympics, but
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sitions in Canada and Mexico, but declined
mainly because he no longer wanted to live in a foreign
country and wanted his children to grow up as Americans.
Furthermore, his position with the Department of Parks
and Recreation of Honolulu would allow him to get time
off to make national and international trips and to still assist American weightlifters.68

Weightlifting Mentor
Still he remained on good terms with York. By the
time Kono left Mexico after the 1968 Olympics he had accumulated a wealth of information about training and performance from over two decades of competitive and
coaching experience on the highest level. No doubt to reinforce his ties with York and supplement his income, he
decided to share his knowledge more broadly by authoring
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a series of “ABC’s of Weightlifting” articles that appeared interesting and enjoyable articles on health and strength
in Strength & Health from February 1969 to June 1974. that I’ve come across in a long time.” She liked the broadFocused mainly on training technique and contest prepa- ened coverage of sport and family life and the inclusion of
ration, they were interspersed with articles on Russian “articles of interest to women. The articles on bicycling
methods and coverage of international personalities and are especially timely and I devour all the nutritional recompetitions.69 Much of this information was later dis- ports.” Tommy expressed “real surprise” and delight with
tilled into his two volumes:
his wife’s views and encouraged York editors to “keep up
Weightlifting Olympic Style and
the good work."71 But in a priChampionship Weightlifting. In
retrospect Tommy’s inability to
vate letter to Hoffman, Tommy
secure employment at York and
expressed “shock” with the
a national coaching position
March editorial. “It is really unproved to be in his best interest
believable for me to picture the
with York in decline vis-à-vis the
magazine going bi-monthly.”
Weider
organization
and
The “idea man” suggested raisOlympic weightlifting failing to
ing the price of each issue, cutkeep pace with the rest of the
ting the number of pages,
world. His situation in Hondispensing with pictorial inserts
olulu, on the other hand, proand extra color, offering readers
vided steady employment with
longer term cut-rate subscripbenefits as well as stability for
tions, and providing copies for
his family.
sale at health food stores. FiThese facts of life soon
nally, he congratulated Bob for
became obvious to Tommy and
hiring such a good managing
York. In his editorial for the
editor as Tom Holbrook who
“knows
and
understands
March 1974 issue of Strength &
weightlifting and weight trainHealth, Hoffman admitted his
organization was “facing diffiing and has the ability to put tocult times” and that neither maggether a magazine that my
azine was doing well. He
friends and neighbors take despeculated that “perhaps more
light in reading.”72 Despite
these expressions of optimism,
people want to be a Hercules, inthe magazine became bistead of a great athlete, a great
monthly with the June/July
Olympic weightlifter, or a person
1974 issue without Holbrook as
who is interested only in keeping
editor and any more “ABC’s of
fit." Discussions were afoot
among company officials to In 1954, following the World Weightlifting Champi- Weightlifting” articles by
make Strength & Health a bi- onships, Tommy Kono also won the Mr. World compe- Tommy.
Kono, however, remonthly or combining it with tition sponsored by the Federation Internationale de
70
Halterophile
&
Culturiste
(FIHC),
the
forerunner
of
the
mained a valuable and well-reMuscular Development. In response to Bob’s appeal for input modern International Weightlifting Federation. The spected member of the national
from readers, Tommy and his FIHC, like the AAU, sponsored both weightliﬁtng and as well as international
wife attempted to revive the sag- bodybuilding contests. In 1955, the FIHC began calling weightlifting community. Actheir contest the Mr. Universe contest and Tommy won
ging morale at York. Florence
cording to Hal Wood, a Honagain, and then repeated in 1956 and 1961. Various
expressed satisfaction with the bodybuilding organizations also sponsored Mr. Uni- olulu sports editor, he turned
magazine’s current contents. verse contests in the 1950s and 1960s, leading to Joe down coaching positions in
The March and April issues, she Weider’s decision to create a contest just for top pro- Oklahoma City and Minneaponoted, “contain some of the most fessionals—the Mr. Olympia.
lis, and an offer to coach Cana19
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dian weightlifters for the 1976 Olympics in Montreal.
Though not a native islander, Tommy believed Hawaii was
“the only place to live. I’ve checked out just about every
other place. My oldest boy, now 11, spent four years with
us in Germany and speaks German fluently. But I’d rather
all three kids spoke English fluently.”73 Also, through the
initiative of Bob Crist, the new national weightlifting
chairman, Kono became a member of the USOC
Weightlifting Committee and was the foremost candidate
to exemplify Crist’s idea of clinics to instruct lifters on
proper technique. “I am still very interested in trying to
get Tommy Kono to appear at the Senior Nationals in Detroit for a ‘clinic presentation’ prior to the lifting,” he observed to Clarence Johnson in December 1971. “Kono is
respected by every lifter and could be a great drawing card.
He could really make our clinic idea go over and add another feature to the Senior Nationals.” Funding, however,
proved to be the biggest hurdle since he was still in Germany. “We have lots of people working on Kono and his
travel,” Crist assured Terpak, “military, state dept etc. We
may still have to fly him over if this falls through. I got a
recent letter and he is well prepared and ready.”74 Funding
was finally provided by Thompson Vitamins, and I remember attending Tommy’s clinic at the Zembo Mosque where,
along with Clarence Bass and some other notables, I
earned my national referee’s card. Tommy’s presentation,
I recall, was pleasantly and logically conveyed, in stark
contrast to the browbeating we endured in Rudy Sablo’s
referee’s clinic. I don’t know how I ever passed the test!
Eventually Carl Miller, a knowledgeable but less
well-known coach, accepted the position Tommy turned
down, but it was reduced from national coach to national
coaching coordinator and provided just $3,000 for expenses to supplement the salary he received as a teacher in
Albuquerque. Meanwhile, Kono returned to participate in
senior national clinics for the next two years. At Williamsburg in 1973 he “showed slides, and discussed lifting and
pulling techniques,” according to Crist. “He did an excellent job, and is a master of detail.”75 Prior to the 1974 nationals he was invited to give a clinic in Japan with all
expenses paid, he reported to Hoffman. Otherwise he
could not afford to make such trips, especially with a recently purchased house for his growing family.76 Again
through Crist’s resourcefulness, funding was found for
Tommy to come to York as “National Coaching Advisor.”
Drawing on his vast international experience, he “compared training methods and athlete attitudes in the USSR,
W-Germany, Japan to the United States,” observed Crist.
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Crist also pointed out that

the US has stood still since the late 1950’s
while the other countries have kept on improving. He stressed the importance of
respect for coaches. Americans tend to
question authority and take an anti-establishment attitude. This interferes with the
work of the coach. Tommy then showed
slides of long-term training plans and
schedules for systematic workouts.77

At the 1975 nationals in Culver City, California, Tommy
reported briefly on a three-week coaching clinic tour he
had taken with Oscar State and English National Coach
John Lear to China, Japan, and New Zealand. He was especially impressed with the potential of China which was
struggling to escape the throes of the Cultural Revolution.78
Privately he confided to Hoffman that this trip enabled him
to meditate on the problems plaguing USA weightlifting.
“Bob, we have really slipped backwards and there seems
to be no stopping unless something is done. Happily I believe I have seen the ‘light’ while on this trip.”79

American Olympic Coach
Although he was never able to shed this light, either through his clinics or the pages of Strength & Health
to others, he acquired an opportunity to reshape the destiny
of American weightlifting in 1976 when he was appointed
team coach for the 1976 Olympics in Montreal. It was
“something that I have aspired for since 1965,” he told
Russ Ogata, and would enable him to follow in the footsteps of Bob Hoffman and perhaps return to the glory days
of the 1950s. In June, at a meeting of the USOC
Weightlifting Committee in Philadelphia, Tommy talked
about his responsibility, the mental and physical preparation of lifters, and the need to “pull together” and “avoid
over training.”80 At training camps at York and the University of Plattsburg as well as the Olympics, Tommy and
team manager Rudy Sablo worked well as a team, but recapturing the same camaraderie that worked so well in the
1950s proved challenging with the current set of athletes.
“One of the main reasons for establishing a training camp
prior to a big competition of international caliber is to establish team spirit,” he later reported. “Though the team
officials held several meetings stressing this point, personality clashes among several team members made this virtually impossible.” The “most difficult lifter to work with
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backstage” was Phil Grippaldi, who finished fourth as a mid-heavyweight. “His
desire to win a medal clouded his judgment so much that he could have jeopardized his chance of totaling had we not kept
his starting poundages down.” Tommy felt
that “Grippaldi’s uncooperative attitude
prevents him from attaining his true potential.” Heavyweight Mark Cameron, who
finished fifth as a heavyweight, was also a
problem.
“The Steroid Test which
Cameron was required to submit to six
days earlier had greatly affected him psychologically. I also feel that the lifting result of the day before greatly affected his
mental attitude which made it next to impossible to perform at his best.” Only midheavyweight Lee James lifted up to Kono’s
expectations, setting three personal records
and winning a silver medal. Tommy’s
Following his illustrious career as a weightlifter, and after problems with his
other charges finished twelfth, eleventh, knees led to his failure to make the 1964 Olympic Team, Kono was hired by the
eleventh, fourteenth, tenth, and fifth to Olympic Committee of Mexico to spend four years coaching their national
place the United States eighth overall, far weightlifting team. Mexico had won the bid to host the 1968 Olympic Games
behind Russia and Bulgaria. Only three and wanted to hire the best—so they could do their best.
Americans exceeded their Senior National
qualifying totals. Tommy concluded that “every lifter and in Montreal that anabolic steroid testing will be concould have performed much better had there existed a ducted in Montreal. It was evident that some of the lifters
strong team spirit. Just about every lifter on the team ap- did not take heed to this information.”84 Contrary to
peared to be ‘totally independent’ as one lifter expressed Tommy’s old-fashioned focus on mental preparation and
himself to me.” It was hardly the outcome Kono had an- teamwork, the lifters adopted more expedient approaches
that proved counter-productive.
ticipated. The United States remained an also-ran.81
Another unintended consequence of the Montreal
Far more disappointing was news that emerged
nine days after the competition; Grippaldi and Cameron Olympics was the loss of Carl Miller as national coordihad failed the drug tests. The rationalization that “they nator. For the past several years he had provided yeoman
didn’t intend to ‘cheat’” and that the medication “pre- service to American weightlifting by staging weekend clinscribed” to allow them to compete at maximum body- ics nationwide. It was not so much that he was deprived
weight hardly mattered. They were disqualified and barred of the Olympic coaches’ position by a vote of seven to six
from international competition for a year.82 Probably what at the 1975 AAU convention in New Orleans or that
Tommy did not know was that the miraculous feat of his Tommy was ever disrespectful or made Carl feel
brightest star was drug-aided. As veteran coach Ben Green unvalued.85 Rather it stemmed from the decision of Phillip
points out, it was the first year of Olympic testing and there St. Cyr, weightlifting chairman for the 1976 Games to limit
was a lapse of protocol. Green asked “‘How in the hell the United States to just one coach and a manager. Crist
did you get out of it, Lee?’ He said, ‘By the time I lifted appealed to USOC Weightlifting Chair Dave Matlin to
we knew about it, and as soon as I lifted Smitty [Trainer seek additional credentials for Miller, but funding would
Dick Smith] grabbed me and said let’s go. And I left.’ So apply to the “meet site and training quarter only,” with
they didn’t test him.”83 But enough damage was done to nothing for the position or for housing and meals in the
American credibility. As Kono noted, Sablo “had repeat- Olympic Village.86 For Miller it was an insult, after putting
edly announced in our team meeting in York, Plattsburgh in so many hours and days of instruction to American
21
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lifters at great personal sacrifice and meager compensation.
Nevertheless, it came as somewhat of a surprise that he
should tender his resignation at the AAU national meeting
at Phoenix in October. Although he was succeeded by
Denis Reno and other competent coaches, the program
lacked Miller’s consistency and drive, and his plans for a
national residential training center did not materialize until
the early 1980s.87
The Idea Man Again
Although Tommy is best known internationally for
his weightlifting exploits, he spent most of his working
years after 1972 gainfully employed as head of the physical education department of the Honolulu Department of
Parks and Recreation, with far-ranging responsibilities. He
was hired by the mayor at a time of expansion and placed
under the deputy superintendent who gave him a virtual
free hand to implement his ideas. “All of a sudden we exploded with all these different ideas,” recalls Mike Mizuno,
Tommy’s long-time assistant.
He’d think something up and say ‘okay,
let’s go to the city council and ask for
funding, and we’ll start a different section,
and we’ll start this program, and we’ll
start doing this and that,’ and after a while
our budget started going out the window.
And his ideas worked pretty much of the
time because he was one of the few who
were [sic] in tune with all these sports
people. So anytime anybody had an idea,
they knew if they could run it past Tommy
it would probably get enough recognition
that they could do it.88

Initiating competition for boys and girls in surfing, usually
considered an adult male sport, was one he proposed. “All
it takes is a few,” Mizuno noted, “and you can get some
real aggressive little girls who want to learn and compete.
And the schools started pushing it because they can get the
rest of the student body involved in a sport. Because if
you’re not tall, basketball is out. If you’re not strong,
wrestling and football were out. So now it gave an opportunity.” Gender equity was another area of innovation for
Tommy. “As long as I’ve known him, he’s always had the
idea that we’re all equal, and he didn’t have any biases.”
Mizuno and some other males were skeptical when
Tommy consented to teach women bodybuilding at the
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Nuuanu YMCA before they were doing it. But he could
hardly argue with the results.89
Most of the time during weekdays, however,
Tommy was at his desk doing paperwork, writing proposals, answering questions, or writing departmental reports
for the city council or mayor. Whether he also used office
time to tend to his voluminous weightlifting correspondence is uncertain, but Mizuno recalls that Tommy often
worked until 9 PM. “And I know on weekends, if he’s not
in the Nuuanu Y, he’s in the office. If I call him at home,
you could hear him using his typewriter or recorder or
something, so he put in a lot of extra time. Any time he
asked for time off, nobody would challenge it, and I guess
he set the example for the rest of us.” By working so many
extra hours, Tommy could get time off for his many overseas trips. As a supervisor, he was no less accommodating
to others in his office. Every Tuesday morning he held a
staff meeting “to find out what work we are doing, and
what kinds of ideas he needed to help. We just tossed
things around until we were satisfied.” He supervised by
building a consensus, according to Mizuno. His strongest
attribute as an administrator was that
he was always encouraging us to keep
going, to do our best, and to share our
ideas with each other. Almost every day,
several times a day he would come by.
How are you doing. What kinds of projects are you working on? Do you need
any help? Do you have any problems?
Let’s talk about it. Stuff like that. One of
our administrators told us that we click
like a machine, and we always seemed to
be thinking alike and working alike. …
We always looked forward to going to
work.90

Another positive feature of Tommy’s service to the city
was the way he dealt with difficult situations. “He didn’t
outwardly criticize people,” observed Mizuno. “And if
people got nasty, he would just sit there and listen, and the
first thing to come out of his mouth was ‘I’m sorry you
feel that way. I was hoping we could work things out.’
And then, of course, people would shrink in front of him
and apologize and they would become good friends.”91
Tommy formally retired from the Parks and Recreation
Department on 1 April 1997.
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Marathon Man
What might have seemed
to some a lowly bureaucratic desk
job for a great champion did not
occur to Tommy. Instead of profiting from his reputation, Tommy
sought opportunities to help other
people pro bono. “I’m not interested in making millions,” he
once told Mizuno. “He kept volunteering and teaching at the
YMCA, and I said, that’s crazy.
Then he got pulled more and more
into the marathon … and me and
a whole bunch of parks people
and friends got recruited to
help.”92 Although Tommy was
not a runner because of flat
arches, according to journalist
Paul Drewes, “he gave a boost to
the race that would turn into the Under Kono’s direction, the 1988 Women’s Weightlifting Team took second place in
Honolulu
Marathon”
by Jakarta, Indonesia, at the World Championships. Left to right: Kono (head coach), John
responding to an appeal by Coﬀee (assistant coach), Giselle Shepatin, Lynne Stoessel, Glenda Ford, Melanie Getz,
Honolulu Mayor Frank Fasi. Karyn Marshall, Robin Byrd, Arlys Johnson, Colleen Colley, Diana Fuhrman, and Denis
“‘There was a letter written to the Reno (manager).
mayor, from the long distance running club, asking for “drawing maps so there was no question of where to park
assistance with a run and the mayor said, why don't you the vehicles or how to get somewhere. Tommy always folstage the Honolulu Marathon? I'm familiar with the lowed through on whatever he did” and was “well-liked
Boston Marathon back east and we could have it here,’ said by everyone. Tommy was such a humble person, we
Kono.” Called the Rim of the Pacific Marathon in 1973, would forget he was an Olympic champion. He never
the December event initially attracted about 200 runners, talked about his Olympic experiences.”96 Tommy stated
but “less than 165 finished,” Tommy estimated. “The that he supported the marathon over the decades to encourfollowing year, there was double that. Then the next year age people to improve their health, but he admitted “you
double that. It just kept getting bigger and bigger.”93 Since got to be crazy to run 26 miles.”97 Although Tommy was
that time, it has grown into a major international event, always on call for advice and troubleshooting, his volunattracting tens of thousands each year from around the teer work consisted mainly of training weightlifters, obworld, topping out at 34,434 runners in 1995.94 By that served Mizuno, who was a regular swimmer at the Nuuanu
time the race was bringing in over 135 million dollars to YMCA. “He was always in the gym.”98 In 1999, Tommy
the island’s economy at an otherwise slow period of the was inducted to the Honolulu Marathon’s Hall of Fame.
year.95
The Women’s World Championships
Marathon administrator Jeanette Chun observes
With the passage of Title IX in 1972 and increasthat Tommy performed several critical functions. Since its
inception, he was on the board of directors, served as the ing participation of women in virtually all sports, there was
marathon’s liaison with the city and county of Honolulu, a gradual movement to admit women to weightlifting comobtained permits for passage through city streets and parks, petitions. It began when Murray Levin, AAU National
supervised the bus loading of thousands of runners each Weightlifting Chairman, appointed Mabel Rader to chair
year, and handled security for the parking lots in Kapiolani a Women’s Committee which led to the first women’s naPark. “Tommy was a very detailed person,” Chun recalls, tional championship in Waterloo, Iowa, in 1981.99 Encour23
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onships and eventually admission to the Olympics in 2000.
Meanwhile, Tommy coached the next two competitions in Jakarta, Indonesia, and Manchester, England,
with equal success. “Kono was a perfect coach,” Levin recalls. He “communicated with them by mail, and everyone
received a hands-on answer. I use to go to Daytona Beach
to watch him coach the women and to teach them their
faults.”102 What Sibby Flowers, who placed third in Daytona, remembers most about Tommy’s coaching is his
calming influence. “He was very kind and generous with
his time when he was with you, and he was very calm and
wanted you to think and visualize what you’re doing.” He
taught Sibby to believe “there’s nothing around you, you’re
right there in the moment, you see yourself doing it.”103
Silver medalist Robin Byrd was no less grateful for
Tommy’s “time and support” and pleased that he was returning in 1988.104 Newton was delighted with the team’s
performance and told Tommy that “a large part of their
confidence on the platform was a direct result of your involvement with the team.”105 He vividly remembers
Tommy’s positive authoritative manner.

Although Kono trained primarily on the “Olympic lifts” he also
did some bodybuilding training from time to time as well as
occasional demonstrations of “strongman” feats, such as driving a nail through a very thick board with only his padded
hand.

aged by a simultaneous surge of international interest,
Levin launched his “brainchild” in 1987, after a three-way
phone conversation with USAW Executive Director Harvey Newton and IWF Secretary General Tamas Ajan. The
first Women’s World Championship would be held in Daytona Beach, Florida, a three-hour drive from Levin’s home
in Boca Raton, and the American team would be coached
by Tommy Kono, for whom Levin had the highest regard.
The competition attracted 100 lifters from 22 countries.
“This was our finest hour,” proclaimed Levin. The United
States placed second to China, and Karyn Marshall won
the heavyweight class, the first gold medal since Joe Dube
and Bob Bednarski won their classes at Warsaw in 1969.100
USAW board member Arthur Drechsler was no less enthusiastic. “The women did themselves proud, demonstrating
not only high qualities of athleticism, but the very highest
levels of sportsmanship.”101 The success of this inaugural
event insured the perpetuation of women’s world champi-
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He exhibited his usual calm, mature demeanor (no screaming, no slapping, etc.)
that kept the lifters focused on the task at
hand. Although we did have a few personal coaches backstage, Tommy had established his typical command presence
in both the training hall and at the competition venue.

Tommy enjoyed being part of this new
wave of weightlifting, and he fully supported the members’ efforts to achieve
success. Expectations for each athlete
were expressed positively. He kept strategies realistic and achievable. Most of the
team had international experience and
were not overly concerned about the pressures of a world championships. However, there was another pressure on Team
USA, the pioneers in women’s lifting. Although not openly discussed, they knew
they needed to put on a good show and set
the stage for eventual Olympic Games involvement. And, this team was very successful … garnering four gold, seven
silver, and seven bronze medals.
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I asked him how did he, as the greatest weightlifter ever,
enjoy coaching women. And he said he really enjoyed it
because they would listen to him, and his coaching was serious. I was very impressed with that.”109 “It was a real
pleasure working with the girls,” Tommy reported to
Levin. “Their cooperation and willingness to cheerfully
accept appearances at various schools and functions even
during our limited period of training camp made me all the
more appreciate being a part of the team and scene.”110
What seemed remarkable about Tommy’s coaching experience with females is that he was able to transcend any
vestiges of his patriarchal cultural background and, as
Mike Mizuno previously observed, treat his charges as
equals and without bias.
Indeed, Tommy seemed more inclined to believe
that females possessed more natural advantages for effective performance than males. While “women take to suggestions more readily and conscientiously try to perform
their lifts correctly,” men allowed their egos to “get in the
“I really enjoyed the women,” Tommy told Walter Imahara way” and were more likely to “use power for making the
in the aftermath of his experience. “They’re very good lifts.” Also, given that “women are the weaker sex,” they
athletes, and they listen. They miss a lift, and they cry, and “tend to rely more on technique, or good leverage” and
I don’t know what to do. But otherwise they are good ath- “pay attention to details,” whereas men “want to progress
letes.”108 Veteran official Pete Miller observed Tommy to heavy weights as soon as possible and many times forget
coach a lot of lifters over the years, including “some the technique part and use only strength.” He realized that
women at one of the women’s world championships. And “female lifters can be very emotional, so it is important to
keep your instructions positive. In this
respect, they are more sensitive to criticism so keep negatives out of your vocabulary and express only positive
thoughts.” In fact, channeling emotions
properly could be a critical factor in
achieving success. “Success will breed
success,” Tommy believed, “so when female lifters are able to attain their goals,
they become more convinced of their capability; success will have a snowballing
effect.” He believed females had an
“extra plus” over males in their reliance
on “emotional power rather than only
physical power. When they are able to
tap into this source of power, they can
perform extraordinary lifts at crucial
times.”111 This kind of gender awareness
Although Kono had hoped to work as a national coach and go around the United established a basis for coaching future
States giving clinics on behalf of the AAU, an acceptable job oﬀer never materialAmerican women’s teams. The confiized. However, a lack of pay didn’t change Kono’s willingness to help young lifters
dence that Tommy instilled into these
where ever he found them. Here, an unidentiﬁed lifter gets tips on his form as
first
international teams proved to be an
other gym members look on.
It’s generally accepted that male and female athletes respond similarly to physical training demands. However, there is
also general agreement that coaching
styles applied to men and women may
need to be somewhat different. This is
particularly true relative to communicating expectations, providing feedback, and
optimizing motivation.106 Tommy’s ways
of coaching were such as to bring out the
best in any lifter, male or female. At the
first Women’s World Championships, he
always provided positive feedback, along
with solid examples of what was possible.
He worked tirelessly to remove any psychological barriers these athletes may
have placed on themselves.107

25
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where he was willing to
coach, gratis, anyone fortunate to enter the Y’s weight
room (a number of my athletes who travelled to Hawaii
availed themselves of the opportunity for an unforgettable
session with the master).”115
Tommy estimated that he
started coaching as early as
1952, at age 22, and began
conducting weightlifting clinics in 1965. Although he
never had a coach himself, he
learned his craft by “reading,
experimenting, experiences,
and by asking questions.”116
His coaching manner reflected his personality.

I have learned that
you work with the
lifters
and not force
Tommy Kono served as head coach of the 1976 US Weightlifting Team that competed in the
Montreal Olympics. Front Row: Kono, Sam Bigler, Fred Lowe, Dan Cantore, Phil Grippaldi, and them to perform
manager, Rudy Sablo. Back Row: Mark Cameron, Sam Walker, Bruce Wilhelm, Gary Drinnon what you want. I
and Lee James, who won the silver medal in the 90-kilo (198-pound) weight class.
found I got better results communicating
important factor leading to the acceptance of women’s
with the lifters and having them want the
weightlifting. It was a far different and much more posiinstructions rather than my forcing them.
tive experience than he had with the American men he
In local competition, I have them do their
coached two decades earlier in Montreal.
‘own thing’ but review things afterwards.
Only in vitally important competitions do
A Gift That Never Stops Giving
I work real closely with them.117
In his posthumous tribute in the AOBS Newsletter,
Artie Drechsler refers to Tommy Kono’s “many gifts” and While much awareness exists about Tommy’s high-profile
the “very special gift” he bestowed on the weightlifting coaching positions in Mexico, West Germany, and Monworld.112 Indeed, in a 1982 statistical analysis conducted treal, and three years of world championships with Amerby Hungarian Ferenc Fejer on the basis of medals won, ican women, it is important to realize that they were merely
Tommy was rated first among the 30 “most successful part of his desire to improve their weightlifting skills on a
lifters of all times” with 70 points, followed by Arkadi broader scale. As a continuation of his commitment to
Vorobiev with 67, Pete George (62), John Davis (61), and women’s development, he conducted training camps for
Waldemar Baszanowski (60).113 In 1990 he was honored them at Colorado Springs in 1989 and 1990. The latter, he
by being inducted into the United States Olympic Hall of reckoned to be “a great learning experience in technique
Fame.114 But his contributions to the sport went far beyond and training.” Especially gratifying was the camaraderie
his athletic performance decades earlier. As Drechsler induced by “off hours socializing.”118 Perhaps the best expoints out, he “gave an endless number of seminars around ample of Tommy’s dedication to American lifting occurred
the world” during his “retirement” years. “And he was a when the United States boycotted the 1980 Moscow
fixture at the Honolulu [Nuuanu] YMCA for decades Olympics, and the State Department and AAU asked him
26
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to stage an alternative event, the America Cup, in less than
three months. No doubt drawing on his experience with
the marathon, he attracted 106 athletes from 19 countries
for a three-day event in Honolulu where he procured transportation, interpreters, and entertainment for the visitors.119
A more prosaic example of Kono’s commitment
to grass roots development occurred on 29-30 July 2000,
when he conducted an “Olympic-Style Weightlifting
Clinic” for the East Alabama Weightlifters Club at Auburn
University. It was organized by Stella Herrick, whose husband, Richard, has been team physician for many American overseas trips. She met Tommy at a previous clinic in
Mexico. Initially it was to be a coaching experience for
the local club in Les Simonton’s garage gym but was expanded into a formal clinic for all comers. Tommy
arranged to visit Auburn on his way to New Orleans for
the Olympic Trials and “paid his own way,” Stella remembers. “He said, I have some airline points ... and we covered the rest for him.”120 It was a bargain. Attendees paid
ten dollars for two eight-hour days of hands-on instruction
from the master on the fine points of lifting from pulling
technique to contest preparation.121 On Friday evening
Tommy presented a private workshop with a video focusing on lifting and coaching technique. Next morning, he
opened the clinic with a picture of the backs of several elite
lifters, asking which one was best. I will always remember
it was David Rigert. “Yes, Tommy was always big on
lats,” Stella responded. Much of the time at the clinic was
devoted to working with the technique
of individual lifters, all of which was
taped. “Tommy was such a phenomenal coach,” Stella recalls. He had such
a good eye and innate understanding of
what was happening that he knew exactly what would be the result. But he
was also
a phenomenal reader of personalities, and he could tell
when someone was receptive
or not receptive. And if someone was open, Tommy felt that
he could not do enough. When
we were in New Orleans for
the nationals, there were a couple of guys there that didn’t
have coaches. I went to
Tommy and said these two

guys don’t have anybody to help. Would
you be kind enough to help them? He
said ‘of course.’ He was not intrusive by
telling them what to do or how to do it; it
was if ‘I can help you in any way just ask
me.’ He was such a gentleman.122

It was an “act of love” reflecting Tommy’s approach to lifting and the lifting community, “that if anybody needed
him, he would be there for them.” Similarly, for Les Simonton the clinic was
a perfect example of Tommy’s personality. He was instructive, humble, and
even-keeled the whole time. In addition
to the lectures, he worked with everyone
there one-on-one. He corrected our flaws
in a polite, even kind, way. … A couple of
young kids wandered in. They had no
idea who Tommy was, but ended up getting his autograph anyway. Stella commented at the time that one day they
would realize just what they received that
day.123

Tommy’s spirit of generosity extended also to the highest
levels of the lifting hierarchy where his experience and talents might have the greatest impact. Perhaps expecting his

In June of 2000, Tommy Kono gave yet another weightlifting clinic—this time at
Auburn University in Alabama. Author, John Fair, and his son, Philip, were among
those who attended. Front row: Mike Stazzanti, Joey Hundley, Tommy Kono, Philip
Fair, Scott Noren. Back row: Lucian Gillis, Charles Sadler, John Fair, Richard Herrick,
Les Simonton, and P.K. Karkoska.
27
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reputation would be a deciding factor, he put aside his “reserved Oriental nature” to volunteer his services to 1984
Olympic Commissioner Donn Moomaw to serve as
weightlifting contest director. Likewise, as the 1988
Olympics approached, Tommy expressed his desire to Harvey Newton and IWF Secretary Tamas Ajan to be “more
active internationally as an official.”124
Although he continued to lend his expertise to virtually any form of physical culture, from local physique
contests to national weightlifting championships, Kono
never again attained the coveted position of Olympic or
world championship coach. It also became evident in the
1990s that he was regarded as too old-fashioned and outof-touch to assume any major coaching or administrative
roles. His criticisms about adopting foreign coaches and
methods were clearly not in tune with the powers-that-be.
“There isn’t much new under the sun,” he confided to protégé Russ Ogata, who was in the resident lifter program at
Colorado Springs, “but most US lifters and coaches think
that ‘they’ have better steroids, ideal conditions, better
coaches, better programs … and the grass looks greener
across the ocean.” What he proposed was
something revolutionary. Go back to the
Old, ole American training system that
created Charlie Vinci, Isaac Berger, Peter
George, Schemansky, Sheppard and some
others. Can many of our current top three
lifters come near or exceed the lifts that
these former lifters of 20-30 years ago
made (B.S.) before steroids? They must
have done something right otherwise how
could Berger’s Jerk still remain on the
American books? Lifters now days want
something for nothing. They have better
equipment, more knowledge (?), more opportunity to train and travel, and more incentive BUT, something is lacking.125

Even after financial incentives were introduced during
Brian Derwin’s regime in 1996, Tommy’s data showed that
lifting totals, despite bodyweight increases, decreased substantially.126
These disparities of vision culminated at the 2000
Board of Governors at the national championships in Frederick, Maryland, where Tommy, one of 12 nominees for
five at-large seats on the board of directors, was defeated.
Secretary Les Simonton had “a hard time understanding
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how one doesn’t vote for Tommy Kono, but there obviously were a bunch who didn’t. Sigh.” Even more exasperating to Simonton was Kono’s failure to attain one of
eight positions on the Coaching Committee. Given his unrivalled coaching record, “Tommy Kono’s lack of support
among the delegates was even more unbelievable to me in
this contest than the other.”127 Stella Herrick concludes
that “it was a cognizant decision that they made. They didn’t want him there. It hurt him. It hurt him deeply.” It
was a very political atmosphere with people who were jealous and felt threatened by Tommy and wanted these positions. Stella believes there were some people “he thought
were his friends who behind the scenes were undermining
him because they felt threatened by him. They had their
own vision for the sport, and he was not part of it.”128 It
would be “an understatement,” observes Lou DeMarco, to
say that Tommy was frustrated with the state of American
lifting. “Tommy and I would talk often times about these
home-made experts that would crawl out of the woodwork
who thought they knew so much. And here you have this
man who’s the master of thought, a Newton, who’s the
master. Tommy was quite frustrated that here’s this great
resource, and they’re not using him. They’re giving the
impression that it was that way back then, but what does
he know now? The old man routine. Yea, Tommy was
very hurt by all that. He would go on coaching assignments sometimes, and these people would not listen to
him. A terrible waste.”129 Rejection by the people that
needed him most, however, did not daunt the indomitable
spirit of America’s greatest weightlifter. He took his
coaching expertise directly to lifters at large during the
next decade through his two inspirational books—
Weightlifting, Olympic Style (2001) and Championship
Weightlifting (2010).
The Path to Positivety
These volumes are chock full of weightlifting wisdom accumulated over six decades of experience in virtually all aspects of the sport. The crux of his message lay
in tapping one’s mental strength to produce desirable results on the competition platform. “Too much emphasis is
placed on the physical side of lifting when in reality it
should be ‘mind’ training,”130 This principle encapsulated
both Tommy’s own success and a prescription for his country’s weightlifting woes. His belief in what came to be
known as his positive mental attitude goes back to his early
days in Sacramento. Tommy never had a coach, but gym
owner Chester Teegarden in nearby Richmond, California,
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mentored him, and in April 1949, after Tommy had been
training for six years and competing a year, Teegarden told
him “there is a simple but fundamental principle you do
not yet understand. CONCENTRATION OF EFFORT IN
LARGE MUSCLE GROUPS IS THE BASIC PRINCIPLE OF BAR BELL TRAINING.” Until this time Tommy
had been incorporating a lot of bodybuilding movements
into his routine. “It is because you do TOO MANY exercises that you do not progress faster,” Teegarden advised.
“Do less. SPECIALIZE, and gain more.”131 Over the next
two years Tommy’s three-lift total increased dramatically
from 585 to 780 pounds, enabling him to compete in the
1950 Senior Nationals in Philadelphia where he lost by a
mere five pounds to Joe Pitman.132
While there he was inspired by meeting many
other iron game personalities he had only read about in the
magazines. They included such notables as John Grimek,
Steve Stanko, and Jules Bacon, who “came right up to me
and asked how everyone were at the coast.” He also observed Ike Berger “roaming around with nothing particular
in mind but talk, lift and chew gum. I met Hoffman …
healthy as ever. [Harry] Pasc[h]al[l], [Mark] Berry,
[Daniel] Farris, [Frank] Dorio, Charles Smith, [Dietrich]
Wortmann and [a] whole mess of ‘Big Wheel’ around.”
This excitement culminated in a visit to York in Mike
Dietz’s new Cadillac with Ray Van Cleef and an afternoon
with Grimek discussing lifting, bodybuilding, and
health.133 But the most eagerly anticipated and transformative encounter was with the Ohio contingent from the
American College of Modern Weightlifting (ACMWL). A
year earlier, eager to know how Pete George had improved
so much in such a short time, he had read an Iron Man article entitled “Pete George-Wonder Boy” four times, but
was frustrated that it was watered down with Larry Barnholth’s life story. He already benefitted from knowledge
of the squat-style snatch gained from Dan Uhalde, a Teegarden protégé who set a California light-heavyweight
record of 260 pounds.134 In Philadelphia this information
was reinforced directly through encounters with George,
Barnholth, and middleweight Richard Giller who demonstrated how the George-Barnholth style should be done.
George recalls that his “initial impression of him was a
skinny Oriental kid with glasses who … adopted my style
of lifting. It was considered unorthodox at the time, but is
now the accepted style of lifting world wide.”135 That he
would be able to perfect his technique by imbibing directly
the words of the master was soon made possible with the
publication in 1950 of Secrets of the Squat Snatch which
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he annotated heavily.136
Even more critical to his success was an awareness
of the mental preparation necessary to become a champion.
In a memoir written later in life entitled “The ‘Mind
Game,’” Tommy revealed his moment of enlightenment
when he sat in the audience a row behind Barnholth and
George as the heavier classes lifted at the Philadelphia
championships.
During a lull in the competition I mentioned to Mr. Barnholth that world records
keep improving all the time at a rapid rate.
I asked him when he thought the improvements will stop. I will never forget his answer. His reply was, ‘A one-inch

Although Kono was physically well-suited to be a weightlifter,
he and many others believed that the true secret of his
strength was his ability to focus, to stay mentally positive, and
to believe he would succeed in competition. Kono drew his
ideas on mental preparation from a variety of sources: Chester
Teegarden, Larry Barnholth, Zen Buddhism, his Japanse upbringing, and the “power of positive thinking” movement that
swept America in the 1950s. In this photo, he pauses to mentally prepare before attempting this heavy clean & jerk.
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weights, but how he thinks. I could
out press [Steve] Reeves even when
my arms measured more than 3 full
inches less than his. Why can’t I out
press [Grigori] Novak or all the rest?
Simply because I have not ‘talked’
my subconscious mind into it. … It is
only because one approaches the
world’s record or some fabulously
sounding figures that they assume it
is hard. Naturally it is hard, but when
you think it is impossible to surpass
the record then you immediately set
up a barrier in your mind causing you
to hit a standstill. In any event, if
World Records were shattered by a
few pounds or a few seconds each
year, by the end of 100 years we’ll
look back upon the old records and
wonder how we were able to make
such miserable showings. This is one
of my theories and so far it has
When Arnold Schwarzenegger was a boy growing up in economically deworked fine. Of course there will be
pressed Austria, he found his way to a gym and began to train with weights.
a physical limit (Anatomists claim a
As a teenager, he attended the 1961 IWF World Weightlifting Championships
force
of 3,000 lbs. is required to
in nearby Vienna, and stayed to watch the Mr. Universe contest held afterbreak
a
thigh bone—femur—in a verwards. Kono won both contests that year, and the young Arnold returned
tical position.)... I had thought about
home with a new hero.
this a lot and a recent letter from
diameter bone can support 10,000 pounds.
Larry Barnholth stating it a little differWhen the arms are pulled out of their
ently convinced me that I could total just
sockets, that’s when we’ve reached the
about as much as I want to. Don’t be surlimit.’
prised if I total 850 next year.138
A one inch diameter bone will not support
10,000 lbs. of weight nor will we ever get
to the point where our arms are pulled out
of their sockets when we try lifting; but,
can you comprehend the positive message
he conveyed to me?137

These sentiments were refined later in a series of articles
in Strength & Health on “The Mental Attitude of the
Champion” by Pete George who invoked the familiar example of how Roger Bannister used his mental powers to
break the physical barrier of the four-minute mile.

The impact of this revelation cannot be overestimated. It
was soon obvious in a statement from Kono on how mental
preparation induced positive thinking that appeared in the
September 1950 issue of Teegarden’s Bulletin and then was
reprinted in Iron Man.
I’ve learned that it isn’t so much the size
of a muscle that makes a lifter lift heavy
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There is nothing physiological about
exactly four minutes, but there was
something very psychological about it. It
was a powerful barrier built up in the
minds of all runners who had been in the
sport long enough to be in physical condition to run that fast. It absolutely prevented them going above this speed in
track, as in weightlifting, athletes mental-
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ly condition themselves to numbers like
the four minute mile, seven foot high
jump, sixty foot shot put, 400 clean and
jerk, 300 press, etc.
Roger Bannister, who is now a
medical doctor, convinced himself that it
was physiologically possible to run a mile
in less than four minutes. He did this by
conducting many tests and experiments
on himself, and once he had convinced
himself that physiologically he could do
it, his mental barrier disappeared. He then
went about his training with the proper
M.A. [Mental Attitude] and became the
world’s first man to crack the greatest
mental barrier in all sports. As soon as he
had accomplished this mental feat, there
was nothing to prevent dozens of other
physically well-trained milers from following him.139

What was important for this technique of mental discipline
to be applicable to weightlifting was not only physical conditioning but a conviction that it should be “an essential
part of your training program. You will have to Work at
it!”140
And work at it George did. In addition to working
out religiously at the rustic American College of Modern
Weight Lifting garage/gym in Akron to improve his body,
strength, and self-confidence, Pete would repeat, at Larry’s
behest, the phrase: “Every day in every way I am getting
better and stronger.” This mantra, Tommy notes, was derived and modified slightly from Emil Coue, a French psychologist/pharmacist who developed a technique of
self-improvement based on optimistic autosuggestion. In
his popular 1922 book entitled Self Mastery Through Conscious Autosuggestion, Coue attributes to the unconscious
state of mind a profound influence on human behavior.
“The Unconscious not only presides over the functions of
our organism but also over the performance of all our actions, whatever they may be.” It is possible to tap this hidden power, Coue argues, through the conscious method of
autosuggestion. “If you induce in yourself a belief that you
can do a certain thing (provided it conforms to the laws of
nature) you are going to do it, no matter how difficult it
may be.” Even for young children, his formula of “Every
day, in every way, I am getting better and better,” repeated
twenty times, twice a day, would “produce excellent
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health—physical, mental and moral.”141 These revelations
of the power of positive thinking, adapted to weightlifting
by Larry Barnholth, had no less of an impact on Tommy
than Pete, with whom he admits to sharing a “meeting of
the minds.”142
Embracing these precepts proved efficacious in
helping him overcome the nervousness that plagued him
in Philadelphia and to prepare him for the international
stage.143 Tommy’s mental conditioning was also reinforced
by several motivational books he encountered in the fifties.
Norman Vincent Peale’s Power of Positive Thinking, published in 1952, re-awakened the general public to the concept of self-mastery in much the same way Barnholth
advocated. To “build up feelings of self-confidence,”
Peale recommended “repetitive suggestion of confidence
ideas” as a “dominating habit.” Like Coue, he believed it
was a “basic truth that “our physical condition is determined very largely by our emotional condition, and our
emotional life is profoundly regulated by our thought life.”
In much the same way that Tommy later coached his lifters
to visualize, Peale used the term “picturize” to induce positive behavior. “Optimistic visualization combined with
prayer and faith will inevitably actualize achievement,”
Rev. Peale concluded.”144 Pete George confirms that the
Barnholths “strongly espoused his philosophy.”145 That
Peale’s words had special meaning to Kono is evident in a
clipping in his papers where he highlights the phrase that
“anyone can do with himself just about what he has a mind
to do.”146
No less influential on Tommy’s growing reliance
on mental conditioning, albeit with less of a Christian flavor, was Napoleon Hill’s Think and Grow Rich.147 Not unlike Coue, Hill recognized the power of the subconscious
and autosuggestion. He believed that a mind dominated
by “positive emotions” could “give the subconscious mind
instructions, which it will accept and act upon immediately.” With a growing awareness of the intangibles in
human behavior, Hill was convinced that this “other self”
was more powerful than the “physical self” and through it,
man was capable of becoming master of himself and his
environment.
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THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
WORKS DAY AND NIGHT. Through a
method of procedure, unknown to man,
the subconscious draws upon the forces of
Infinite Intelligence for the power with
which it voluntarily transmutes one’s de-
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sires into their physical equivalent, making use, always of the most practical
media by which this end may be accomplished. You cannot entirely control your
subconscious mind, but you can voluntarily hand over to it any plan, desire, or purpose which you wish transformed into
concrete form.148

ences.

This transmutation of desire into physical action, Hill contended, was accomplished through autosuggestion, “the
agency of control” into the “rich garden of the mind.”
Concentration and persistence were critical to one’s desire
becoming a burning obsession.149 “Whatever the Mind
Can Conceive and Believe, It Can Achieve,” Hill’s most
inspirational quote, was also inscribed on a sign in front
of the lifting platform of the Barnholth gym, according to
Pete George. “It was Hill’s philosophy of the boundlessness of the human potential that attracted them.”150 Hill
was no less appealing to Tommy, as reflected in his
apothegm that “the mind and body cannot be separated for
the mind wills the body” and “the mind must be groomed
for success.”151

The Power of Zen
A final, albeit subtle, influence on Kono’s development of a mental approach to lifting comes from his
Japanese cultural background and his awareness of a link
between Zen Buddhism and his weightlifting endeavors.
As historian Edwin Reischauer points out, “No people has
been more concerned than the Japanese with self-discipline” and the development of will power. “Since medieval times Zen meditation has been popular but often less
for the original reason of achieving transcendental enlightenment than for the cultivation of self-discipline.” Although few modern Japanese practice Zen, their
contemporary lives are “full of traces of Buddhism as a
sort of background melody.”152 It could be argued that
such was the case with Tommy who was no more a practicing Buddhist than a practicing Christian, yet exhibited
a proclivity for Zen. This connection was evident in my
1992 interview with him when, after explaining that “mental concentration comes from positive thinking,” he cited
a quote from Hawaii Zen master Tanouye Tenshin Rotaishi: “Among all the sports, weightlifting is closest to
Zen.”153 The manner of its impact was evident to featherweight champion Walter Imahara who shared many of
Tommy’s cultural values, including internment experi-
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In that way Tommy and I discussed these
things that nobody else maybe talked
about because we’re of the same race. We
used Zen power, Zen power. Zen, Zen,
what’s Zen. The Zen religion. It was the
concentration. Just concentrate. Zen
power. … Not to the degree that he did,
but in our later years we used to correspond, and I would see him at the meets.
These were the things we discussed. The
things he never talked about with other
lifters. He never did. In fact, I never did
that either. … We were at a different level,
one to one friendship. … Meditation.
We both were at camp and our parents
were Buddhists. We went into the camp
Buddhists. We got out of the camp, our
parents were Buddhists. We got to the
Rohwer [AK internment camp] my
mother says we need to become Christians because we were kids. Do we know
anything about Christianity? No. Do I
know anything about Buddhists? Probably less. But always in our life coming
up, there was that Buddhist background.
… They have a lot to do with his life.
What he ended up as because he practiced
it with me. Maybe he won’t talk about it
with no one else, like you’ve got to use a
lot of Zen power. What I notice about
Zen, I know they want you to believe that
you can do something. They make you
concentrate, meditate, what words you
can use. When you see Tommy at a meet,
like put a weight on the bar. Don’t tell me
what’s on it, I’ll do it.154

This thought process corresponds to an incident related by
Murray Levin in 1958 when US coach, John Terpak, tried
to tell him what he would need to beat the Soviet lifter.
“Don’t tell me how much I need,” Tommy retorted. ”Just
put it on the bar and I’ll lift it.” And he did.155
His association with Japanese culture was also observed by his son-in-law, Gary Sumida, who attributed it
to Tommy’s upbringing in an immigrant family and that
“his adherence to Buddhist principles may have provided
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him with a mental edge during his competitive career.”
Children raised in a traditional Japanese family are taught
that when they bring shame on themselves, they also bring
shame on the whole family. Therefore
You need to prepare.
You need to always give your best effort.
Conduct yourself with honor, AT ALL
TIMES.
Respect elders and those of authority.
Win with grace. But lose with equal or
greater graciousness.

Sumida, a Buddhist himself, believes that Tommy’s faith
in these principles “contributed heavily to his stoic nature.
One of the major tenets of Buddhism is the belief in living
in harmony with everyone and every THING in the world.
I feel that whenever he faced his toughest tests, he probably relied heavily on that belief.”156 On a more practical
level Zen Buddhism, according to author D. T. Suzuki, “always deals with facts, concrete and tangible.”157 And for
Tommy, mental concentration was critical to tangible results.
Tommy contended that “the importance of harnessing the power of the mind dates back for centuries
from the teaching of the Zen masters.” He believed it was
possible to “focus your thoughts like using the magnifying
glass to focus the sun’s ray to a pinpoint to start paper or
wood burning.” Peak performance is attained when an athlete is “in the zone,” with his attention totally focused on
the task at hand. He develops a “Do or Die” attitude and
devotes total effort making the lift, whatever might be on
the bar. “Your thoughts are on a few key things that are
vital to your performance on the platform.”158 Nothing else
matters. As the Rome Olympics approached, Tommy
shared his method for building confidence with a Time
magazine reporter.
To Tommy Kono, the secret lies in the
power of positive thinking. ‘Successful
weight lifting is not in the body,’ says
Kono. ‘It’s in the mind. You have to
strengthen your mind to shut out everything—the man with the camera, the
laugh or the cough in the audience. You
can lift as much as you believe you can.
Your body can do what you will it to
do.’159
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Artie Drechsler adds that his powers of concentration were
so great that “when a fire alarm went off during his last
C&J at the 1964 Olympic Trials, he didn’t ask for another
attempt because he said he didn’t hear it.”160 A further link
to Tommy’s Japanese heritage was revealed by Hawaiian
protégé Mel Miamoto, who was training his 11-year-old
granddaughter for local competitions. “I give her all the
sayings that Tommy had, like Shikata-Ga-Nai [acceptance
of fate] and Arigatai, be thankful for what you have.”
Drawing from the same Coue-Barnholth-George mindset,
Miamoto conveyed another Kono didacticism about
achieving total effort. “One time he told me about injuries,
and he said if it doesn’t fall off, you’re okay. If your arm
doesn’t fall off, you’re okay. So that’s what I tell my
granddaughter all the time. I told her, no, it didn’t fall off,
you’re okay.”161 Tommy later articulated these sentiments
as the key to championship performance. “Usually it is
self-preservation that prevents us from achieving an allout effort. The thought of being injured or having pain will
prevent you from exerting yourself so failure becomes eminent [sic].” A do-or-die attitude free of all distractions,
even pain, was imperative. “Your mind must take control
of your physical side.”162 Tommy was, as he detailed his
methodical approach in a 1997 letter to weightlifter and
protégé Melanie Getz, “Your ‘Zen,’ coach.”163
These values are hardly exclusive to Zen Buddhism. However much Tommy benefitted from his Japanese cultural conditioning, it merely reinforced an attitude
appropriated for weightlifting by Larry Barnholth and
practiced by Pete George in distant Ohio. That “mental
concentration,” as Tommy assured me in 1992, “comes
from positive thinking” and is strikingly similar to the belief expressed by George in a 1991 interview with Osmo
Kiiha that “the most important ingredient in the making of
a champion is the mental attitude.”164 Evidence shows that
as Tommy was improving in the late forties he was trying
to discover how Pete had progressed even faster at such a
young age to set world records and win world championships. A revelation came at the 1950 national championships at Philadelphia and its aftermath where he not only
learned the secrets of the squat snatch but embraced the
concept of mental concentration and the power of positive
thinking from Larry Barnholth and Pete. Hereafter their
philosophies of weightlifting and life meshed. This approach is prominently featured in his earliest training manual in 1954. “The mind governs all our movements,
thoughts and action. It is ‘Mind over Mind’ that we must
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all strive to grasp to improve our total … or anything
worth-while in our life.” He believed “the most important
thing at this moment is to fully realize the magnitude that
the ‘brain-power’ has in direct relation to our musclepower.” He subscribed to the adage, a la Marcus Aurelius,
that “As a man thinketh, so he is.”165 Sustained by the motivational writings of Norman Vincent Peale and Napoleon
Hill, and the subliminal influence of Zen, Tommy retained
this belief in the power of positive thinking through the remainder of his competitive years and subsequent decades
of his coaching. Even the onset of multiple bodily afflictions and the prospect of death could not quell his optimistic and indomitable spirit. In 2014 he reflected that “in
the old days when I was young, I worked hard trying to
improve my strength and fitness. Later in life, my focus
changed to trying to maintain. Now my focus is trying to
survive.”166 In a final farewell to his friends, he remained
stoic and upbeat, that “life is for the living to enjoy the
journey while you can!” Shikata-Ga-Nai and Arigatai.167
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